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Abstract: The equivalent source method (ESM) based on compressive sensing (CS) requires that
the source has a sparse or approximately sparse representation in a suitable basis or dictionary.
However, in practical applications, it is not easy to find the appropriate basis or dictionary due to the
indeterminate characteristics of the source. To solve this problem, an equivalent redundant dictionary
is constructed, which contains two core parts: one is the equivalent dictionary used in the CS-based
ESMs under the sparse assumption, and the other one is the orthogonal basis obtained by the singular
value decomposition (SVD). On this foundation, a method named compressed ESM based on the
equivalent redundant dictionary (ERDCESM) is proposed to enhance the performances of source
field reconstruction for different types of sources. Moreover, inspired by the idea of functional
beamforming (FB), ERDCESM with order v (ERDCESM-v) can possess a high dynamic range when
detecting the source location. The numerical simulations are carried out at different frequencies to
evaluate the performance of the proposed method, and the results suggest that the proposed method
performs well both for sparse and even spatially extended sources. The validity and practicality of
the proposed method are also verified by the experimental results.

Keywords: equivalent source method; functional beamforming; compressive sensing; equivalent
redundant dictionary; sound field reconstruction

1. Introduction

The equivalent source method (ESM) based on Nearfield acoustic holography (NAH) is a powerful
tool for identifying sound sources and visualizing sound fields [1–3]. The method is based on the
fundamental idea that the actual sound field can be approximated as the superposition of waves
radiated by a series of discrete simple sources. In the ESM, an equation relating the measured pressures
to the equivalent sources is established, and the source strengths vector can be determined by matching
the boundary conditions on the source or on the hologram plane. Recently, the ESM is appealing in
the field of NAH for its simplicity, computational efficiency, and the adaptability to arbitrarily shaped
sources [4–6].

The ESM, as well as other holography methods [7–10], generally leads to underdetermined
problems, since the number of microphones is limited in most acoustic studies. The classical way of
solving the problem is in a least-squares (LS) sense, by means of Tikhonov regularized Moore–Penrose
pseudoinverse with regularization parameter λ. A combined criterion for selecting the parameter λ is
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described by Leclere in Ref. [11]. However, the above conventional ESM with Tikhonov regularization
(TRESM) only gives the minimum-norm solution, which tends to unduly spread errors in the
solution space.

In recent years, some compressive sensing (CS) methods have been widely used in the field of
signal/image processing [12–14]. CS is an effective signal acquisition and processing technique based
on the idea that data often have a sparse representation in a suitable basis or dictionary, i.e., they can
be described only with few non-zero coefficients [15]. In source identification, Chardon et al. [16] first
introduced the concept of CS to NAH and constructed a sparsity framework for NAH. After that,
Fernandez-Grande et al. applied the CS theory to a wave expansion method based on measurements
with a spherical microphone array [17]. E. Fernandez-Grande has presented a detailed study of the
compressive ESM (CESM) [18]. When the source is distributed sparsely, the CS theory can be directly
applied to NAH to reduce the number of measurement points or to extend the frequency range, which
has been intensively studied in many literatures [19–21]. When the source is not distributed sparsely
(e.g., the spatially extended source), it is necessary to construct an appropriate basis or dictionary
to sparsely decompose the sound field so that the sparsity condition required by the CS theory can
be fulfilled. In this case, two typical methods, named the total generalized variation regularization
(TGV) [22] and the compressed modal equivalent point source method (CMESM) [23], are introduced.
However, in most of the practical applications, the characteristics of the source are not clear. Therefore,
it is difficult to choose a suitable basis or dictionary for the sparse representation of source distribution.

In this paper, a compressed ESM based on an equivalent redundant dictionary (ERDCESM) is
proposed, which is applicable both for sparse and even spatially extended sources. The method
aims at enhancing the performance of source field reconstruction for different types of sources.
In this method, the constructed equivalent redundant dictionary contains two core modules: one is
a series of orthogonal basis of sound field obtained by employing the singular value decomposition
(SVD), and the other one is the equivalent dictionary used in the CS-based ESMs under the sparse
assumption. Compared with CMESM and CESM, ERDCESM is more flexible for different types of
sources. Moreover, combining the advantages of functional beamforming (FB) [24,25], ERDCESM with
order v (ERDCESM-v) is applied to make further improvement of the dynamic range when detecting
the source location.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the basic theory of ESM-based
NAH is provided first, and then a theoretical derivation of the proposed method is described.
In Section 3, numerical simulations including single-source and plate-source are implemented to
evaluate the performance of the proposed method. Section 4 verifies the practicability of the proposed
method by identifying the given sound sources. Finally, several conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. Theory Background and Methodology

The method proposed in this paper is based on the ESM and CS theory. Firstly, rooted on the
principle of ESM, the sound field model can be established. And then, two parts called an equivalent
dictionary under the sparse assumption and a series of orthogonal basis obtained by SVD are combined
to form an equivalent redundant dictionary. On this foundation, ERDCESM is presented under the
CS framework. Moreover, to further improve the dynamic range of sound source identification and
location, a reformative method which takes advantage of FB is developed.

2.1. Description of the Equivalent Source Method

The principle of ESM is that the sound field radiated by an arbitrarily shaped source can be
substituted by a number of equivalent sources on a fictitious plane. This method is not involved
in the Fourier transform in the wave number domain, hence it can avoid “windowing effects” and
“wraparound errors” fundamentally. The diagrammatic sketch of ESM is shown as Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The diagrammatic sketch of the equivalent source method (ESM).

It is assumed that there are N virtual equivalent sources on equivalent source plane and M
microphones on the measurement plane. The sound pressure at the m-th measurement point can be
expressed as Equation (1):

p(m) =
N

∑
n=1

g(rm|rn)qn (1)

where g(rm|rn) is the monopole pressure–pressure transfer function linking the n-th equivalent source
to the m-th microphone, and it can be expressed as in Equation (2) [26]:

g(rm|rn) =
exp
(
−jk|| →rmn ||

)
4π|| →rmn ||

(2)

where k is the acoustic wavenumber (in rad/m), and || →rmn || is the distance between the considered
source–microphone couple. Then, the relationship between measured sound pressure and equivalent
source strengths can be described in matrix vector notation as Equation (3):

p = Aq (3)

where A = jρωg(rm|rn) is the transfer matrix relating the measured pressures to the equivalent sources,
ω is the angular frequency (in rad/s ), and ρ is the density of the fluid (in kg/m3). p (size M× 1) is
the column vector that contains the pressures at the M measurement points, and q (size N × 1) is the
column vector that contains the source strengths.

The source strength vector q is typically obtained in a least-squares sense by minimizing the cost
function, as seen in Equation (4) [11]:

Γλ(q) = ||p−Aq||22 + λ||q||22 (4)

where ||· ||2 denotes l2 norm. λ is the regularization parameter. Once the source strengths q are
obtained, the sound pressure on any reconstruction plane can be calculated as Equation (5):

PR = Gq (5)

where G is the transfer matrix relating the reconstruction points to the equivalent sources.
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2.2. Compressed ESM Based on the Equivalent Redundant Dictionary

2.2.1. The Equivalent Dictionary Under the Sparse Assumption

When the actual sound sources are distributed sparsely, the source strengths q often have a sparse
representation in some basis. In this condition, the equivalent source strengths can be expressed in the
following form, as seen in Equation (6) [21]:

q = Iα (6)

where I is the identity matrix, which can be regarded as the sparse basis of equivalent source strengths. α

is the coefficient vector of the basis.
Then, the l2 norm in the penalty term of Equation (4) can be replaced by a l1 norm, i.e., see

Equation (7):
argmin

α
p−AIα2

2 + λα1 (7)

Once the coefficient α is solved , the sound pressure on the reconstruction plane can be obtained
by the following formula of Equation (8):

PR = Gq = GIα = φα (8)

where φ = GI denotes an equivalent dictionary.

2.2.2. Construction of the Equivalent Redundant Dictionary

When the actual sound sources are not sparse, it is necessary to construct an appropriate basis to
sparsely decompose the sound field. In this paper, the SVD method is applied to determine this basis.

By applying the SVD to the transfer matrix G, Equation (5) can be rewritten as Equation (9) [27,28]:

PR = Gq = USVHq =
N

∑
i=1

uiλivH
i viq =

N

∑
i=1

uiαi = Uβ (9)

where U and V are unitary matrices, and ui and vi represent column vectors of U and V, respectively.
H denotes the conjugate transpose, S is a real diagonal matrix, and λi denotes singular values. β is the
coefficient vector of the basis.

In Equation (9), U is an orthogonal matrix of singular vectors and contains a set of basis vectors
of N-dimensional space, which has been well-studied in literature [11,27]. Similar to the method
presented by Bi et al. [23], the basis can also be regarded as acoustic modes [29]. Since the modes are
spatially continuous, U is especially suitable for the spatially extended sound source. The acoustic
signal can be reconstructed well only by a few column vectors of U, which correspond to the large
singular value. This enables the sparsity of the solution to be enhanced when the SVD is utilized, and
therefore the ESM in the CS framework can be solved.

However, in most practical applications, the characteristics of the source are not clear [30,31]. It is
difficult to choose a suitable basis or dictionary for the sparse representation of source distribution.
To solve this problem, a new equivalent redundant dictionary, D = [φ, U], is constructed by combining
Equation (8) and (9). Therefore, the sound pressure on the reconstruction plane can be expressed as
Equation (10):

PR = DΥ (10)

In this equivalent redundant dictionary D, φ is the equivalent dictionary used in CESM, which is
especially suitable for the sources distributed spatially sparse. U can be viewed as “acoustic mode”,
which is applicable for the spatially extended source. Therefore, by taking advantage of φ and
U comprehensively, D is expected to be appropriate whether the sources are spatially sparse or
spatially extended.
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According to Equations (3) and (5), the pressure p can be reformulated as Equation (11):

p = Aq = A(G)+PR (11)

and substituting Equation (10) to Equation (11) yields Equation (12):

p = A(G)+PR = A(G)+DΥ = DeΥ (12)

where De = A(G)+D, and the superscript ”+” denotes the Moore–Penrose inverse.
Using the l1 norm regularization, Equation (12) can be solved by minimizing the cost function as

Equation (13):
Γλ(Υ) = ||p−DeΥ||22 + λ||Υ||1 (13)

Equation (13) is equivalent to the l1 norm minimization problem, see Equation (14):

argmin
Υ

||Υ||1 subject to ||p−DeΥ||2 ≤ ε (14)

where ε represents the tolerance.
According to Hald [20], the constraints in Equation (14) can be adjusted, and the problem is

described by Equation (15):

argmin
Υ

||Υ||1 subject to ||(De)H(p−DeΥ)||2 ≤ δ (15)

where δ = σ||(De)Hp||2, and σ is a small number.
Equation (15) is the basis formulation of ERDCESM, which can be solved by CVX toolbox [32].

Once the coefficient Υ is obtained, the pressure can be reconstructed via Equation (10). Since the
dictionary D in ERDCESM is a combination of φ (it is suitable for the spatially sparse source) and U
(it is suitable for the spatially extended source), the ERDCESM works well for different types of sources.

2.3. A Reformative Method Combining with Functional Beamforming

To further improve the dynamic range of sound source identification and location, the solution of
Equation (10) can be reformulated by referring to functional beamforming (FB).

Firstly, the cross spectral matrix (CSM) of Υ is calculated with Equation (16) [24]:

C = ΥΥH (16)

Since C is nonnegative Hermitian matrix, the spectral decomposition of C can be written as
Equation (17):

C = Vdiag(γ1, . . . ,γN)V
H (17)

where V is the unitary matrix whose columns represent the eigenvectors of C. γ1, . . . ,γN are
the eigenvalues.

The exponential matrix function of C is defined by Equation (18) [24]:

C
1
ν = Vdiag

(
γ1

1
ν , . . . ,γN

1
ν

)
VH (18)

where v is a positive integer, which represents the order.
Based on FB [24,25], the sound pressure at the i-th point on the reconstruction plane can be

expressed as Equation (19):

Zi =
(

DeiC
1
ν (Dei)

H
)ν

(19)

where Dei represent column vectors of De.
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It has to be mentioned that the output peaks values of Equation (19) may be smaller than the actual
source amplitude. Therefore, to guarantee the true estimation of maximum pressure amplitude, it is
suggested that the sound pressure on the reconstruction plane should be modified through combining
Equations (10) and (19). Finally, the final result of ERDCESM-v is as the following Equation (20):

Pout =

 PR v = 0

Zi
max(|PR |)
max(|Zi |)

v = 1, 2, 3, . . .
(20)

To almost completely reconstruct the sound field, ERDCESM with order v = 0 is suitable.
However, if there is a demand for identifying source location with high accuracy and wide dynamic
range, ERDCESM with order v = 1, 2, 3, . . .. is recommended. So the application of ERDCESM-v is
very flexible and also provides high-precision source localization.

3. Simulated Measurements

To compare the reconstruction performances of the four methods (TRESM, CESM, CMESM, and
ERDCESM) for different types of sources, simulated measurements were carried out. For CESM,
CMESM, and ERDCESM, the CVX toolbox was used for the l1 norm optimization. For TRESM, the
optimal regularization parameter was determined via the L-curve method [11]. In the measurements,
a single source was selected to simulate the sparse source, and a simple supported plate was used as a
type of spatially extended source. Simulations of ERDCESM-v were also implemented to verify the
superiority of combining with FB.

3.1. Single Sound Source

The aim of this simulation was to compare the reconstruction performances of the four methods
for a single sound source. The source was placed at (0, 0, 0) m. The distance between the measurement
plane and the origin of coordinates was 0.1 m, while the distance between the reconstruction plane
and the origin of coordinates was 0.02 m. The equivalent source plane was located at 0.001 m from the
real sources. Random noise with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 20 dB was added to the pressures to
simulate the actual measurement. The reconstruction plane and equivalent source plane were meshed
by 21× 21 grids with a uniform interspacing of 0.025 m. There were 64 measurement points which
were randomly selected from 441 points located on 21× 21 grids (with 0.025 m intervals) to simulate a
random array, as shown in Figure 2.
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To quantitatively evaluate the performance of ERDCESM, the reconstruction error was defined as
Equation (21):

Lerror =
Pr − Pt2

Pt2
× 100% (21)

where Pt and Pr are the theoretical and reconstructed pressure, respectively.
According to Equation (21), the reconstruction error for a single source in a frequency range from

50 Hz to 3000 Hz is shown in Figure 3. The results at each frequency were obtained 10 times to produce
an average reconstruction error. It was observed that the reconstruction accuracy of ERDCESM and
CESM were much higher than TRESM and CMESM. The results of CMESM were not satisfactory
because, for the source that distributed sparsely in the space domain, its spatial acoustic modes
were spatially continuous rather than sparse. In this condition, it was not appropriate to use the
l1 norm as a constraint term. The unsatisfactory reconstruction effect of TRESM was mainly due to
insufficient measurement points. When the frequency range was higher than 500 Hz, the accuracy of
ERDCESM was almost as good as that of CESM. Viewed as a whole, ERDCESM obtained a satisfactory
reconstruction effect in a relatively wide frequency range.
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Figure 4 illustrates the theoretical sound source map on the reconstruction plane and the
corresponding maps calculated by TRESM, CESM, CMESM, and ERDCESM. For the source at 500 Hz,
it is easy to see that ERDCESM and CESM have good consistency with the theoretical source map.
The reconstructed source maps based on TRESM and CMESM present a hot-spot at the given position,
which is much larger than that on the corresponding maps using other two methods. When the source
was set at 2000 Hz, a similar conclusion could be derived that CESM and ERDCESM produced a better
resolution than TRESM and CMESM.

To better and vividly illustrate the performance of ERDCESM-ν, Figure 5 shows the pressure
distribution on the reconstruction plane at 500 and 2000 Hz. As can be seen from Figure 5a,e, with
the order ν increasing, the identified peak sound pressure almost kept constant and approximated
the theoretical value. For the source at 500 Hz, it was observed that although ERDCESM with order
ν = 1 (Figure 5c) and ν = 3 (Figure 5d) could not fully reconstruct the sound pressure distribution,
they could provide a more accurate source position than that of ERDCESM with ν = 0 (Figure 5b).
When the source was at 2000 Hz, a similar conclusion was derived.
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3.2. Simply supported plate

In this simulation, a 50 cm × 50 cm × 3 mm finite simply supported steel plate was used to test
the performance of the proposed method. The plate was excited by point force of 1 N at the center.
The radiated sound field was calculated by using the Rayleigh’s first integral. The measurement
plane and reconstruction plane were meshed by 21× 21 grids with a uniform interspacing of 0.025 m.
The two planes were located 5 cm (measurement plane) and 2 cm (reconstruction plane) above the
plate. There were 64 measurement points which were randomly selected from 441 points located on
21× 21 grids (with a 0.025 m interval) to simulate a random array, as shown in Figure 2. The equivalent
sources were distributed on a plane 0.001 m from the plate, with a grid of 21× 21 and a uniform
interspacing of 0.025 m. Random noise with an SNR of 20 dB was added to the pressures to simulate
the actual measurement.

Figure 6 shows the reconstruction errors of the four methods over the frequency range of
50–3000 Hz. In a relatively wide frequency range, ERDCESM provided a better accuracy than the other
three methods. The CESM performed well only at low frequencies (e.g., at 100 Hz, 200 Hz), and the
error gradually became unacceptable with the increased frequency. The main reason resulting in this
phenomenon was that the sparse basis of CESM disagreed with the spatially extended sound source,
and the equivalent point source strengths could not be well-compressed. The difference between
ERDCESM and CMESM was that ERDCESM possessed a complex-valued dictionary which contains
more phase information, and consequently yielded better reconstruction effects for the same number
of measurement points.

Sound source maps of simply supported plate at 500 Hz and 2000 Hz are presented in Figure 7.
It can be seen that the reconstruction accuracy obtained by ERDCESM and CMESM match the
theoretical one better than those obtained by TRESM and CESM. CESM provided less accurate
reconstruction at these two frequencies. This was because the radiated sound field of simply supported
plate was complex which lead to a worse spatial sparsity, and the sparse basis of CESM was not
suitable. Therefore, to accurately reconstruct the sound field, the number of measurement points
required by CESM was more than required by CMESM and ERDCESM. Moreover, in terms of sources
distribution, ERDCESM had a more accurate reconstruction, compared with CMESM.
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Using ERDCESM-ν, the comparison of sound pressure distributions with different orders at
500 Hz is shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that when ν = 1, the identified sound pressure distribution
was similar to that of the theoretical one (see the Figures 8b and 7a). With the order ν increasing,
the coverage of the identified acoustic center was narrowed gradually. Therefore, the maximum
area of sound pressure distribution was located by increasing order ν, which provided direction for
the optimization and improvement of structural panels. However, it was worth noting that some
important sound pressure information could be lost (e.g., Figure 8d, ν = 5) if the order ν was too
large. Consequently, a smaller order ν was recommended for the sound source identification of
structural panels.
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4. Experimental Application

In this section, a couple of experiments including single sound source and plate were carried out
to compare the reconstruction performances of the four methods. The experiments were performed
in an ordinary room where both sound reflection and random disturbing sources exist. The first
experimental setup is shown in Figure 9a. A loudspeaker was used as the sparse sound source. Three
microphones with a uniform interspacing of 10 cm were used to measure the pressure on the hologram
plane. Another microphone was used as a reference to address the problem that the pressure on all
grids points could not be measured simultaneously. The relative phase was preserved by a fixed
reference microphone. The pressure was measured on the plane 0.2 m from the loudspeaker with a
grid of 6 × 6 and an interspacing of 10 cm. The reconstruction plane and the equivalent source plane
shared the same dimensions of 0.5 m × 0.5 m, a grid of 21 × 21, and a uniform interspacing of 0.025 m.
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The two planes were located 0.02 m (reconstruction plane) and 0.001 m (equivalent source plane) from
the loudspeaker.
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The second experimental setup is shown in Figure 9b. A steel plate with dimensions of
0.35 m × 0.3 m× 2 mm was used as the sound source. The plate was fixed by G-type clamps, and it
was excited at (0.1 m, 0.1 m) by a vibration exciter. Three microphones with a uniform interspacing
of 5 cm were used to measure the pressure on the hologram plane. Another microphone was used
as a reference to address the problem that the pressure on all grid points could not be measured
simultaneously. The pressure was measured on the plane 5 cm above the plate with a grid of 7 × 6
and an interspacing of 5 cm. The reconstruction plane and the equivalent source plane shared the
same dimensions of 0.3 m × 0.25 m, a grid of 31 × 26 and a uniform interspacing of 0.01 m. The two
planes were located 0.02 m (reconstruction plane) and 0.001 m (equivalent source plane) above the
plate. To evaluate the reconstruction, the pressure on the reconstruction plane was also measured to
serve as the reference value.

The source maps for a single source based on the four methods are shown in Figure 10. The results
showed that for the single source at 500 Hz, it was identified as a large spot in the sound maps of
TRESM and CMESM. Compared with the results based on ERDCESM, the resolution of TRESM and
CMESM was not satisfactory. For the single source at 2000 Hz, all four methods could detect the
position of the target source. However, the accuracy of ERDCESM and CESM was better than that of
CMESM and TRESM.

Figure 11 shows contour maps of the reconstructed sound pressure at 500 Hz and 2000 Hz.
It shows the results based on ERDCESM-ν on the reconstruction plane. It can be found that all of them
identified the peak of the reconstructed sound pressure at the loudspeaker’s location. However, the
source map of ERDCESM with order ν = 3 (see Figures 11c and 11f) covered a relatively small area,
which demonstrated that it could detect the location of the actual source more accurately. Although
there was a position deviation at 500 Hz due to the influence from other interferences, it did not affect
the identification of the source localization. Therefore, similar to the simulation, the experimental
results also suggested that ERDCESM-ν could identify the source with high accuracy and wide
dynamic range.
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Figure 10. The Experimental results of (a) TRESM map at 500 Hz, (b) CESM map at 500 Hz, (c) CMESM
map at 500 Hz, (d) ERDCESM map at 500 Hz, (e) TRESM map at 2000 Hz, (f) CESM map at 2000 Hz,
(g) CMESM map at 2000 Hz and (h) ERDCESM map at 2000 Hz for a single source.
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Figure 11. Pressure distributions under experimental conditions of (a) ERDCESM with ν = 0 at 500 Hz,
(b) ERDCESM with ν = 1 at 500 Hz, (c) ERDCESM with ν = 3 at 500 Hz, (d) ERDCESM with ν = 0
at 2000 Hz, (e) ERDCESM with ν = 1 at 2000 Hz and (f) ERDCESM with ν = 3 at 2000 Hz for a
single source.

The reconstructed pressures for plate sound source based on the four methods are shown in
Figure 12. It can be seen that for the source at 500 Hz, except TRESM and CESM, the other two methods
could reconstruct the sound pressure distribution similar to that of the reference sound pressure.
The unsatisfactory reconstruction results of TRESM was mainly due to insufficient measurement points
and the influence of environmental noise. At the same time, the main reason for the unsatisfactory
effect of CESM was that the basis of CESM was no longer suitable for the spatially extended sound
source. Compared with CMESM, ERDCESM had a pressure distribution closer to the referenced.
When the plate sound source was set at 2000 Hz, the reconstruction results of the four methods were
deviated. This could be explained by the high order acoustic modes possessing high spatial frequency
details, which were considered as the evanescent waves in NAH, and were more easily excited when
the thickness of the plate was reduced, and thus the sparsity of the sound field was weakened. Another
reason was that CS was based on the theory of signal compression, and the evanescent components
always had lower weights. Therefore, when the measurement points were not enough, the evanescent
components would be discarded. However, it did not affect the identification and location for the
area where the radiated sound pressure was the strongest. Compared with the other three methods,
ERDCESM realized that the reconstructed strongest radiated sound pressure area was the closest to
that of the referenced area.
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Figure 12. The Experimental results of (a) Theoretical map at 500 Hz, (b) TRESM map at 500 Hz,
(c) CESM map at 500 Hz, (d) CMESM map at 500 Hz, (e) ERDCESM map at 500 Hz, (f) Theoretical map
at 2000 Hz, (g) TRESM map at 2000 Hz, (h) CESM map at 2000 Hz, (i) CMESM map at 2000 Hz and
(j) ERDCESM map at 2000 Hz for a plate sound source.

Figure 13 demonstrates the results based on ERDCESM-ν. It can be seen that with the
order ν increasing, the coverage of the identified acoustic center on the reconstruction plane was
narrowed gradually and the strongest radiated sound pressure area became more and more obvious.
The identification and location for the main noise sources was thus more accurate. Combining the
simulation with the application of the experiment, it was found that ERDCESM-v was effective and
practical in reconstructing the radiated sound field of the plate.
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5. Conclusions

CS is an effective technique rooted on the idea that signal often has a sparse or nearly sparse
representation in some bases or dictionaries. However, in many practical applications of acoustics,
the characteristics of the source are not clear. It is difficult to find a suitable basis or dictionary for the
source. To solve this problem and improve the performance of sound field reconstruction for different
types of sources, a compressed ESM based on equivalent redundant dictionary was proposed. In the
present work, the following key findings were acquired.

(1) An equivalent redundant dictionary, which combined a series of orthogonal basis U obtained
by the SVD method with the equivalent dictionary φ used in CESM, was constructed, and it made the
proposed method applicable both for sparse and even spatially extended sources.

(2) A reformative method taking advantage of FB, named ERDCESM-v, was developed in this
paper. This improved the dynamic range when detecting the source location.

Numerical simulations were performed to compare the reconstructed results of TRESM, CESM,
CMESM, and ERDCESM. The results showed that whether the source was distributed sparsely or not
sparsely, the reconstruction effect of TRESM was unsatisfactory due to the insufficient measurement
points. When the source was distributed sparsely, CESM achieved the best reconstruction effect, and
the accuracy of ERDCESM was almost as good as that of CESM. When the source was not distributed
sparsely (e.g., the spatially extended source), both CMESM and ERDCESM had higher reconstruction
accuracy than TRESM and CESM. However, compared with CMESM, ERDCESM could provide more
accurate results since the dictionary of ERDCESM was complex-valued and contained more phase
information. Therefore, ERDCESM produced a satisfactory reconstruction result, which indicated that
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it was more flexible for different types of sources. By combining the advantages of FB, ERDCESM-v
could provide more a accurate source position (for the spatially sparse source) or locate the strongest
radiated sound pressure area (for the spatially extended source).

The proposed method was also tested by experimental applications. The results indicated that
the proposed method was practical and reliable for different types of sound sources.
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Nomenclature

Symbol Description
p(m) Sound pressure at the m-th point
g(rm|rn) The pressure transfer function linking the n-thequivalent source to the m-th microphone
k Acoustic wavenumber, rad/m
|| →

rmn || The distance between the considered source microphone couple
A The transfer matrix relating the measured pressures to the equivalent sources
ω Angular frequency, rad/s
ρ Density, kg/m3

p Measured sound pressure
q Source strength vector
Γλ(q) Cost function
λ Regularization parameter
PR Sound pressure on the reconstruction plane
G The transfer matrix relating the reconstruction points to the equivalent sources
I Identity matrix
α Coefficient vector of the basis
φ Equivalent dictionary
U Unitary matrix
V Unitary matrix
H Conjugate transpose
S Real diagonal matrix
λi Singular values
β Coefficient vector of the basis
D Equivalent redundant dictionary
+ Moore–Penrose inverse
ε Tolerance
σ A small number
Υ Coefficient vector
C Cross spectral matrix
v Order
Zi Sound pressure at the i-th point on the reconstruction plane
Pt Theoretical pressure
Pr Reconstructed pressure
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